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The thermal conductance of nanoscale phonon modes is typically calculated using the Boltzmann
transport equation. A particular implementation of this method is the acoustic mismatch model
�AMM� that compares impedance ratios at a mathematically abrupt transition between two
equilibrium regions. The shortcomings of this model can be rectified by starting from a microscopic
physics based equation describing the propagation of phonon waves across an extended junction,
with carefully computed thermal boundary conditions on either side. The resulting nonequilibrium
Green’s function �NEGF� formalism provides an accurate yet physically transparent machinery to
calculate energy transfer, especially in nanosystems where the concept of thermal equilibrium
breaks down readily. The purpose of this paper is to establish the NEGF formalism of thermal
conductivity with a few simple examples and illustrate its particular strengths compared to the
AMM. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3212974�

I. INTRODUCTION

The transport of energy across interfaces is a critical area
of study in the thermal management of nanosystems.1 As
characteristic lengths of nanomaterials approach the energy
carriers’ mean free paths, the thermal processes are no longer
driven by scattering inside the bulk materials, but are driven
instead by scattering at heterojunction interfaces. Thermal
transport across an interface is characterized by the thermal
conductance per unit area, or the thermal boundary conduc-
tance, hBD, that relates the interfacial heat flux, q, to the
temperature drop �T in linear response via q=hBD�T

Accurate predictions of hBD are difficult since transport
around interfacial regions is a highly nonequilibrium process
and additional scattering mechanisms can greatly complicate
analysis. Assuming phonon transport as the dominant mecha-
nism of interfacial thermal transport, one of the most simpli-
fied and widely used models for hBD is the acoustic mismatch
model �AMM�.2 The AMM is essentially a low temperature
model designed for specular elastic scattering of phonons at
a perfectly abrupt interface between two materials. Although
corrections to these models have been proposed to account
for mixing around the interface3,4 and inelastic scattering,5–9

many of these suggestions have been ad hoc and not derived
from a fundamental quantum transport theory for heat flow,
disregarding the fundamentally nonequilibrium nature of
thermal transport. The formulations of this model are based
on a semiclassical formulation of the phonon flux in two
materials approaching an interface from either side, assum-

ing the phonon scattering processes at the interface occur
abruptly between two separate equilibrium states. The AMM
model thus disregards the fact that the energy transition
needs to occur over an extended nonequilibruim region
whose properties should actually be intermediate between
the two thermal “reservoirs” on either side. In addition, the
formulation of the AMM, or any semiclassical Boltzmann
transport equation �BTE�-based model, does not take into
account the wave nature of phonon transport that is driven by
the underlying lattice dispersion and the boundary conditions
on either side. There is no straightforward way to extend this
model to nanostructures with multiple interfaces, where mul-
tiple reflection and phase coherence of confined phonon
waves is anticipated to be critical to thermal processes.

In this work, the nonequilibrium Green’s function
�NEGF� approach10,11 is used to study phonon thermal trans-
port and energy transmission across adjacent materials in
one-dimensional �1D� atomic chains. The NEGF formalism
arises out of a microscopic theory of nonequilibrium
processes12 and couples the equations of motion of the atoms
with the nonequilibrium thermodynamics at their
boundaries.13 Being ultimately a matrix equation in a given
basis set, the technique can be expanded to far-from-
equilibrium quantum transport across extended physical
junctions, leading to prominent quantum signatures in the
transmission.

The NEGF formalism has been extensively used to study
quantum electron transport in nanoscopic systems,10,14–17 es-
pecially for quasiballistic devices where characteristic wave-
lengths of the electron system become comparable to, or
larger than, the sample dimensions. The method can be
readily adapted to include incoherent scattering and weak
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electron and phonon correlation effects. Following the recent
experimental verification of the low temperature quantum of
thermal conductance18 ��0=�2kB

2T /3h, where kB is Boltz-
mann’s constant, T is the carrier temperature, and h is
Planck’s constant�, significant effort has been delegated on
adapting this formalism to phonon transport in nanosystems
and low dimensional structures.19–26 Our aim in this paper is
to derive these equations for simple systems and illustrate the
role of quantum effects in phonon thermal conductance.

An excellent walkthrough of the general NEGF formu-
lation is given by Zhang et al. and example calculations are
given for 1D atomic chains.24 Besides illustrating the supe-
riority of NEGF with more well established semiclassical
models, the role of the present work is to develop the sim-
plest application of thermal NEGF—a single atom “device,”
illustrated with a “toy model” paralleling its electronic
counterparts.27 The real strength of NEGF is its ability to
handle more complicated incoherent scattering such as an-
harmonic phonon processes. Under strong drive currents,
stronger nonperturbative many-body correlation effects can
arise, which would even require going beyond NEGF. Such
complexities �incoherence and correlation� actually carry in-
teresting physics and could be critical for nanosystems. In
the interest of simplicity, however, we leave these issues for
future publications, restricting ourselves to elastic flow. We
also grossly simplify the phonon bandstructure by working
with a single28 sinusoidal longitudinal phonon mode.

II. SEMICLASSICAL MODELS

The starting point for many semiclassical thermal
boundary models is a population of bulk phonons approach-
ing the interface between two materials.29 This concept is
based on the parallel between phonon transport and radiative
photon transport. Treating the phonons as wavepackets of
energy, their spectral intensity is defined as

Ij = v j f j��,T���Dj��� , �1�

where � is Planck’s constant divided by 2�, � is the phonon
vibrational angular frequency, v j is the group velocity of
phonons with polarization j �longitudinal or transverse�
within some to-be-defined solid angle approaching the inter-
face, and Dj��� is the spectral phonon density of states of
polarization j per unit volume. The phonon distribution func-
tion is represented by f�� ,T�, which, in these semiclassical
analyses, is taken as the equilibrium Bose–Einstein distribu-
tion function. In the case of a three-dimensional �3D� me-
dium, the expression for phonon intensity in Eq. �1� is often
divided by a factor of 4� assuming an isotropic 3D
medium;30 since this work focuses on conductance in 1D
wires, this factor is not needed. In addition, in this 1D con-
sideration, atoms are restricted to move along the direction
of thermal transport, so only one longitudinal mode is con-
sidered. With Eq. �1� for phonon intensity, the incident heat
flux of phonons impinging on the interface of two atoms in a
1D chain can be defined as30

q = �
0

�c

Id� , �2�

where �c is the phonon cutoff frequency of the longitudinal
phonon mode.

In order to determine the heat flow across the interface,
Eq. �2� must be related to the definition for thermal conduc-
tance, given by

�q = hBD�T , �3�

where �q represents the net heat flux across the interface,
�q=qab−qba, where qab and qba are the gross heat fluxes
transmitted across the interface from side a to side b and
from side b to side a, respectively. The heat fluxes in turn are
defined as

qab = �
0

�c,a

tabvafa��Dad� , �4�

where tab is the phonon transmissivity from side a to side b
�a similar formulation for qba is given by this equation�. We
thus have

�q = �
0

�c,a

tabvafa��Dad� − �
0

�c,b

tbavbfb��Dbd� . �5�

The principle of detailed balance states that at equilibrium
�q=0, so that Eq. �5� can be rearranged to31

�q = �
0

�c,a

tabva�fa − fb���Dbd� . �6�

Equation �6� takes the form of the familiar Landauer formal-
ism that treats thermal transport as transmission of phonons
between two infinitely large reservoirs at two different
temperatures.32 Equation �6� can then be related to the ther-
mal boundary conductance through Eq. �3�. In the limit of
�T=0, when the flux is evaluated at the interface and not
over an extended interface specific region between two res-
ervoirs, Eq. �6� reduces to an expression for thermal bound-
ary conductance, given by

hBD = �
0

�c,a

tabva
� f

�T
��Dad� . �7�

The assumption of equilibrium, which allows for the appli-
cation of the principle of detailed balance, relates the two
phonon heat fluxes on either side of the interface by assum-
ing that there is no net heat flow across the interface. This
assumption of local equilibrium around the interface has se-
rious implications in phonon transmission probability calcu-
lations. When applying detailed balance to the phononic heat
fluxes, the two incoming fluxes are assumed at the same
temperature. In this equilibrium condition, the phonon sys-
tems around the interface are statistically described by the
same Bose–Einstein distribution function and not a nonequi-
librium distribution. This causes a discontinuity between the
Fourier Law and interfacial heat flux predicted with Eq.
�7�.33
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Assuming complete specular scattering, we can use
AMM theory to extract the transmission, which is a function
of the acoustic impedance, Z, on either side of the interface2

tab
AMM =

4ZaZb

�Za + Zb�2 =
4�ava�bvb

��ava + �bvb�2 , �8�

where � is the volumetric mass density of the material on the
specified side. This 3D form is inappropriate for a 1D chain
and should be slightly modified to take into account a length
mass density instead of the volumetric mass density, so that
Eq. �8� becomes

tab
AMM =

4
Ma

da
va

Mb

db
vb

�Ma

da
va +

Mb

db
vb�2 , �9�

where M is the mass of the atom and d is the interatomic
spacing between the atomic masses. In the case of acoustic
scattering when the atoms on either side of the interface are
identical, both Eqs. �8� and �9� reduce to unity. To calculate
the thermal boundary conductance, hBD, and the subsequent
phonon transmission probability, tab

AMM, the phonon disper-
sion must be defined. A sine-type dispersion is assumed for
the 1D phonon chain,28,34

� = �c sin� kd

2
� , �10�

where k is the wavevector. The phonon velocity along the
atomic chain anywhere in the Brillouin zone is then given by
its slope v=�� /�k, while its density of states per unit length
is given by D=1 /2�v.34 Finally, the expression for thermal
boundary conductance at a single atom interface, Eq. �7� be-
comes

�BD =
�

2�
�

0

�c,a

tab
� f

�T
�d� , �11�

where the velocities calculated from Eq. �10� are incorpo-
rated into Eq. �9� for the transmission and only frequencies
up to the lowest cutoff frequency of the two materials are
retained for elastic scattering. The transmission at the hetero-
interface thus depends on material properties such as the
masses and dispersion parameters �resonant frequencies, in-
teratomic separations, etc.�. For the limit of homojunctions,
it is straightforward to show that we recover the quantum of
thermal conductance. Inserting the Bose–Einstein distribu-
tion function into Eq. �11� yields

� =
�

2�
�

0

�c,a � f

�T
�d�

=
�2

2�kBT2�
0

�c,a

�2

exp	 ��

kBT



�exp	 ��

kBT

 − 1�2d� . �12�

At low temperatures �T��D, where �D is the Debye tem-
perature�, the upper limit of the integral in Eq. �12� can be
extended to infinity and solved exactly, giving

�
0

	

�2

exp	 ��

kBT



�exp	 ��

kBT

 − 1�2d� =

�2kB
3T3

3�3 , �13�

so that Eq. �12� yields the material independent quantum
conductance per phonon mode18

�0 =
�2kB

2T

3h
. �14�

III. 1D NEGF FORMULATIONS

As previously mentioned, the AMM makes the unphysi-
cal assumption of thermal equilibrium achieved immediately
on either side of a single abrupt junction.20 In other words,
there is no clear recipe on how to combine individual imped-
ances for an extended channel region driven into nonequilib-
rium by two separate thermal reservoirs, as is commonly
invoked for electron flow. Electron flow is usually formu-
lated as a two-junction problem, making a clear conceptual
separation between “contacts” that are held at separate ther-
mal equilibria by a battery, aided by inelastic thermalizing
scattering events in them, and a “channel” or “device” region
where the actual transport dynamics occurs. The viewpoint
leads naturally to the NEGF technique, which is now part of
the device theorists’ toolkits.

The clear separation of the dynamics �channel� from the
thermodynamics �contacts� allows us to set up a wave equa-
tion for quantum transport with precise boundary conditions
imposed by the reservoirs, so that local physical quantities,
such as the nonequilibrium phonon density and the thermal
current, can be explicitly calculated. The NEGF approach for
phonon transport proceeds analogously in two steps: first the
phonon propagation equations for the contacts are partitioned
out to create an equivalent open-boundary version of New-
ton’s law for lattice vibrations in the channel.34 The contact
states enter their boundary condition through carefully com-
puted self-energy matrices. Next, a thermal equilibrium con-
dition is imposed on the contact state bilinear variables in
order to compute the NEGF thermal current. Assuming an
infinite 1D chain of atoms each with masses Ma and spring
constants Ka, as illustrated in Fig. 1�a�, we get the dispersion
relation presented in Eq. �10�, where the cutoff frequency,
�c, is given by

�c = 2�Ka

Ma
. �15�

These results assume an atomic displacement of the nth atom
in the chain, un,a, in the form of a plane wave solution given
by

un,a = u0 exp�i�knda�� . �16�

These same assumptions will be made when going through
the NEGF formulations. In addition, this analysis will only
consider an atomic chain with a single point basis �i.e., no
optical phonons�, which is valid here since optical phonons
do not participate significantly in thermal transport due to
their low group velocity.
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A. Left contact–single atom channel

In this section, Newton’s law with an open boundary
condition for a single junction is worked out. Consider a
linear semi-infinite 1D chain of atoms of material a �contact�
connected at the right end to a single channel atom of mate-
rial b; the atoms in the contact have mass Ma and spring
constant Ka between the contact atoms, the channel is a
single atom of mass Mb, the spring constant in between the
contact and channel is given by Kab, and the distance be-
tween the contact and channel atom is assumed as the inter-
atomic spacing between the contact atoms, da. Denoting the
channel atom as coordinate 0 and the atoms of material a
with coordinate �n=1,2 ,¯� with n=1 being the surface
atom next to b �Fig. 1�, the equations of motion governing
the various atoms are given from Hooke’s law as

F0 = − Mb�2u0 = Kab�u1 − u0� �17�

and

Fa = − Ma�2un = Ka�2un − un−1 − un+1� . �18�

We expect to see plane waves propagating in both directions
inside the contact due to interfacial reflection, yielding a pla-
nar contact wave of the form un=B exp�iknda�+C exp�
−iknda�. Assuming wave solutions of this form we get the
standard dispersion �Eq. �10�� for the 1D contact. In addition,
we get the following displacement equations for the contact
atom and the channel surface atom:

u0 = B + C �19�

and

u1 = B exp�ikda� + C exp�− ikda� . �20�

The goal of the NEGF approach is to replace the semi-
infinite contact with a source term incident on the channel
and a self-energy that affects the energy of the channel, in
this case, atom b. Therefore, the displacement of material a
atom in position 1 must be expressed in terms of the incident
wave only and not the reflected wave, so that the semi-
infinite contact can be treated as an incident source term, S,
that takes into account reflection with a self-energy, 
, both

of which affect the channel atom. Combining Eqs. �19� and
�20� yields,

u1 = − 2iB sin�kda� + exp�ikda�u0 �21�

and inserting Eq. �21� into Eq. �17� yields

− Mb�2u0 = Kab�− 2iB sin�kda� + exp�ikda�u0 − u0� ,

�22�

which is rearranged to give the open-boundary Newton’s
Law

�Mb�2 − Kab − 
ab�u0 = Sab, �23�

where


ab = − Kab exp�ikda� �24�

is the self energy of the contact acting as an energy-
dependent boundary condition for the channel and

Sab = 2iBKab sin�kda� �25�

is the source term representing the excitation of the channel
atoms driven by atomic vibrations in the contact. Note that
the self-energy, 
ab, and the source, Sab, are dependent on
the spring force, Kab, and not the masses in the contact, Ma.
The solution to Eq. �23� is given by

u0 = SabG , �26�

where G is the retarded Green’s function for the channel,
which in this example gives the effects of the contact on the
channel atom, given by

G = �Mb�2 − Kab − 
ab�−1. �27�

Rearranging Eq. �10�, the wavevector k can be expressed in
terms of � as

k =
2

da
sin−1� �

�c,ab
� , �28�

where �c,ab is the modified cutoff frequency at the contact/
channel interface due to the different masses and spring con-
stants of the contact atoms and channel atom, and substitut-
ing Eq. �28� into Eq. �24� and then Eq. �27� gives the Green’s
function in terms of angular phonon frequency.

The self-energy of the contacts, 
ab, affects the disper-
sion around the interface and creates a frequency broadening
described by

�ab = i�
ab − 
ab
+ � , �29�

where the superscript “+“ refers to the conjugate transpose of

. In this simple 1D example,

�ab = 4Kab� �

�c,ab
��1 − � �

�c,ab
�2

�30�

In general, the self-energy, 
ab, written explicitly in Eq. �24�,
can also be related to the surface Green’s functions of the left
contact gab,27 via


ab = �abgab�ab
+ �31�

where �ab is the thermal coupling term between the left con-
tact and the channel �atoms a and b� and g is the surface

FIG. 1. �a� Infinite 1D chain of atoms with mass Ma and spring constant Ka.
Assuming plane wave solutions give rise to the dispersion relation given by
Eq. �10�. �b� Assuming an atom in the “channel” that is different from the
atoms in the contact yields a modified spring constant at the contact/channel
interface and gives rise to incident and reflected waves.
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element of the contact Green’s function., Finally, the channel
density of states is obtained by tracing over the spectral func-
tion of the channel, A,27 which can be defined as

A = i�G − G+� = G�abG+

=

4Kab� �

�c,ab
��1 − � �

�c,ab
�2

�Mb�2�2 + 4Kab� �

�c,ab
�2

�Kab − Mb�2�
, �32�

where �ab, in addition to Eq. �30�, is given by

�ab = �abAab�ab
+ . �33�

The spectral function being related to � suggests that A is
related to the local density of states at the contact/channel
interface.

The process described above can be readily extended to
two contacts and a channel. Assuming that the contacts are of
the same material, then the Green’s function for this system
becomes

G = �Mb�2 − 2Kab − 2
ab�−1. �34�

The expression 2Kab is the sum of the two spring constants
on either side of the atom that restores the atom to its equi-
librium position after the perturbation from the 
ab wave on
either side of the atom.

B. Local density of states and transmission

The development of the nonequilibrium Green’s func-
tion, G, self-energy of the contact, 
, source term, S, fre-
quency broadening term, �, and spectral function of the
channel, A, in this section exactly parallels the development
of these analogous terms for electronic transport derived in
the toy examples in Secs. 8.1 and 9.2 of Datta.27 The differ-
ence between this approach to phonon transport and the ap-
proach outlined by Zhang et al.24 is how the interactions
between atoms are conceptually viewed. Instead of using
spring constants, K, to describe all the interactions, Zhang et
al. develops all key equations using a harmonic term �the
work of Zhang et al. develops the theory in 3D, so they
actually use a harmonic matrix�, which is just the spring
constant between two masses �e.g., Kab� divided by the
square root of the product of the two masses �e.g., �MaMb�,
so that the harmonic term, H, in this example would be given
by

H =
Kab

�MaMb

. �35�

Dividing Eq. �34� by �MaMb gives the same Green’s func-
tion developed by Zhang et al.

Returning now to the density of states, the spectral func-
tion, A, is related to the local spectral density of states, D, via

A = 2�D , �36�

where D is related to the phonon density of states, D, by

D =
D��MaMb

da
, �37�

so that the density of states describing the contact-channel
vibrations is given by

D =
�A�MaMb

2�da
=

�i�G − G+��MaMb

2�da

=

4Kab� �2

�c,ab
��MaMb�1 − � �

�c,ab
�2

�da��Mb�2�2 + 8Kab� �

�c,ab
�2

�2Kab − Mb�2�� .

�38�

Note that Eq. �38� differs from the density of states presented
by Zhang et al. by a factor of 1/2. This is due to the assump-
tion of “positive” phonon transport and hence only half of
the Brillouin zone is considered. Note that assuming the
same atom in the channel as in the contact gives the same
calculations as the semiclassical density of states described
in Sec. II, D=1 /2�v. Similarly, the density of states for the
channel atom with two different contact materials is given by
using Eq. �37� and averaging the square root of the product
of the atomic masses of the channel atom and the adjacent
atoms.

Figure 2 presents the calculation of the density of states
given by Eq. �37� assuming: �1� the contacts and the single
atom channel are the same material �both Si atoms�, �2� the
contacts are comprised of Si atoms and the single atom chan-
nel is a Ge atom, and �3� one contact is Si and the other Ge
with the single atom Ge channel. The semiclassical density
of states calculations are also shown for a Si 1D chain. For
simplicity in all calculations in this work, the interatomic
spacing is assumed as the interatomic spacing of Si. The
interatomic forces used to estimate the spring constant, K,

FIG. 2. �Color online� Density of states of a 1D chain of Si atoms calculated
with D=1 /2�v �semiclassical� and compared to calculations using the
NEGF formalism �Eq. �37��. The two formalisms for calculating the density
of states are directly compared by assuming Si contacts and a single atoms
Si channel in the NEGF calculations. The NEGF formalism gives the ability
to calculate the local density of states of a single atom in a structure, such as
a single Ge atom channel connected to Si contacts, as shown by the blue
dashed line, or a single Ge atom connected to a Si contact and a Ge contact,
as shown by the red dotted line.
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are calculated from the second derivative of the interatomic
potential, where Harrison’s interatomic potential is assumed,
given by35

�U =
1

2
C0

u2

d2 +
1

2
C1����2, �39�

where C0 and C1 are interatomic force constants. In the 1D
chains, the change in the equilibrium tetrahedral angle, ��, is
irrelevant and zero. The spring constants, K, result from the
second derivative with respect to u and therefore are de-
scribed by

K =
C0

d2 , �40�

where, for a 3D system, C0 is a function of the elastic con-
stants given by35

C0 =
3d3

16
�c11 + 2c12� , �41�

and c11 and c12 are the elastic constants of the corresponding
bulk material. For a 1D chain, Eq. �41� should not include
any transverse interactions, so Eq. �41� becomes

C0 =
3d3

16
c11. �42�

By substituting Eq. �42� into Eq. �40�, the spring constant
expression becomes

K =
3dc11

16
. �43�

Although K in Eq. �43� is based on a 3D crystal potential,
this approximation will be used for K in this simple example
to extract the fundamental physical trends related to phonon
conductance. When two different atoms are adjacent to each
other, such as the Si contact and Ge single atom channel, the
spring constant, Kab, is estimated by averaging the elastic
constants of the two materials and the cutoff frequency is
estimated by Kab and averaging the atomic masses. �In a
proper atomistic model, one will need to compute these in-
terfacial spring constants from the exact dynamical matri-
ces.� Table I lists the elastic and atomic parameters of Si and
Ge pertinent in this study.36

With the local density of states of the channel atom de-
fined, the task now is to define the transmission probability
using the nonequilibrium Green’s function of the system.
The transmission probability can be calculated by27

tabc
NEGF = Trace��abG�bcG

+� , �44�

which, for this single atom channel example, when the con-
tacts are both the same material, is simply

taba
NEGF = �abG�baG+. �45�

Figure 3 shows the transmission probabilities as a func-
tion of frequency using the NEGF transmission and the
AMM transmission in Eq. �9�. The transmission at a single
Si–Ge atomic junction is compared with AMM predictions
�AMM-Si–Ge� and NEGF predictions �NEGF-Si–Ge–Ge�.
These calculations, for the same interface and geometry, are
different using the two methods of calculation. Calculations
of the AMM only consider the materials on either side of the
interfacial bond and not the interfacial bond itself, such as
bond between the Si and Ge atoms. This bond at the atomic
interface however drives interfacial transport and scattering.
The NEGF formalism, however, calculates transport across
the channel, in this case, the Ge atom, and therefore takes
into account masses and forces �bond strengths� on either
side of the channel atom. In this NEGF calculation case of a
Si and a Ge contact on either side of a single atom Ge chan-
nel, the force that causes interfacial transmission to deviate
from unity is that between the Si contact and Ge channel.
Note, for the NEGF transmission calculations, the spring
constant between the Si–Ge atoms is estimated by averaging
the elastic constants, as described above. The shape and
trends of the NEGF transmission for the Si–Ge interface are
intuitively more physical than that of the AMM transmission.
At low frequencies, the Ge channel atom can vibrate at the
same frequency as the contacts and so transmission at these
frequencies should be unity, as predicted by NEGF but not

TABLE I. Elastic and atomic properties of Au, Ge, and Si. The interatomic
spacing, d, and the elastic constant, c11, and mass of a single atom, M, are
taken from the literature �Ref. 36�. The mass used in the calculations in this
study is M times the atomic basis, r. The spring constant, K, listed here is
calculated via Eq. �40� assuming a homogeneous chain. The spring constant
between two different atoms is estimated by averaging the elastic constants
of the two materials �c11� and using the averaged c11 in Eq. �40�.

Units Ge Si

d nm 0.566 0.543
c11 N m−2 12.921010 16.571010

K N m 13.7 16.9
M kg 1.210−25 4.710−26

r 2 2

FIG. 3. �Color online� Transmission across the single atom channel, as
predicted by NEGF calculations �Eq. �44��, compared to transmission across
an atomic interface using the 1D AMM formulation �Eq. �9��. The transmis-
sion across a single atom Ge channel connected to a 1D Si and Ge contact
�NEGF-Si–Ge–Ge� is compared to the AMM transmission assuming a single
Si–Ge interface. The transmission across a single atom Ge channel con-
nected to 1D Si contacts on either side �NEGF-Si–Ge–Si� is compared to the
AMM formulation by squaring the AMM transmission for a Si–Ge interface
�AMM-�Si–Ge�2�.
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the AMM. As the frequency approaches the maximum vibra-
tional frequency of the Si–Ge atomic bond, the transmission
decreases to zero. The AMM predicts an increase in trans-
mission to unity before decreasing to zero. This is a non-
physical consequence of the AMM formulation. As the pho-
non frequency approaches that of the Ge cutoff frequency,
the term describing the Ge acoustic impedance in the AMM
transmission equation �Eq. �9�� becomes negligible com-
pared to the term describing the Si impedance, and so the
transmission slowly increases to unity, after which, the Ge
term rapidly approaches zero causing the transmission prob-
ability to go to zero. This nonphysical aspect is not present in
the NEGF calculations of transmission, which shows a
slowly decreasing transmission as frequency increases to that
of the Ge cutoff frequency, which is expected assuming only
elastic phonon transmission. Also shown in Fig. 3 are calcu-
lations for transmission assuming Si contacts and a Ge single
atom channel. The NEGF calculation on this geometry natu-
rally takes into account forward and backward propagating
waves across the Ge atom as a result of scattering at the two
Ge–Si junctions. The straightforward way to take this into
account in the traditional AMM formulation would be to
model this scenario as transmission across two isolated inter-
faces, effectively Eq. �9� squared for a Si–Ge junction.

IV. NEGF CALCULATIONS OF THERMAL
CONDUCTANCE

The transmission allows us to compute the thermal con-
ductance by Taylor expanding the Landauer equation

q =
�

2�
�

0

�c

tabc
NEGF�fa − fc��d� , �46�

where fa and fc are the semi-infinite contacts of material a
and c, respectively, and �c is the cutoff frequency of the
system assuming only elastic scattering and transmission.
Note that although the ingredients in this equation are calcu-
lated using open boundary Newton’s law, the conductance
equation itself is quantum mechanical, as it apportions a
fixed phase space for each thermal mode. As the two contacts
approach the same temperature, a length independent ther-
mal conductance, l, of the 1D chain is expressed in the
NEGF formalism by

�NEGF =
�

2�
�

0

�c

tabc
NEGF � f

�T
�d� . �47�

Note the only difference between Eqs. �47� and �11� lies in
the calculation of the transmission coefficient, which was
discussed in detail in the previous sections.

Figure 4 shows conductance calculations across a single
atom junction for the different scenarios presented in Fig. 3.
As expected from the transmission calculations, when a
Si–Ge scattering event is introduced into a Si chain, it de-
creases the thermal conductance. In the situation of a single
Si–Ge atomic junction, the NEGF and AMM formulations
predict noticeably different conductances. In the event of a
single atom Ge channel connected to two Si contacts, the
conductance predicted by the AMM only slightly decreases.
However, there is a noticeable decrease in the NEGF formu-

lation from the Si–Ge–Ge geometry to the Si–Ge–Si geom-
etry. This is due to the transmission calculations discussed in
the previous section.

Thus far, this work only focused on a single atom chan-
nel. However, the NEGF formalism, as derived for the single
atom channel, can easily be extended to a channel containing
multiple atoms. Consider a multiple atom 1D channel. In this
case, the terms in Green’s function and transmission for the
device become square matrices of dimension N. Green’s
function becomes

G̃ = �M̃�2 − K̃ − 
̃ab − 
̃bc�−1, �48�

where M̃ is the matrix of masses in the channel, K̃ is the

matrix of spring constants, and 
̃ab and 
̃bc are the self-
energy matrices describing the left and right contacts, respec-
tively. The mass matrix for the channel is given by

M̃ = �
M1,1 0 ¯ 0

0 M2,2 0 ]

] 0 � ]

0 ¯ ¯ MN,N

 , �49�

where Mj,j is the mass of atom at position j in the 1D chan-
nel. The matrix of spring constants is given by

K̃ = �
2K1,1 − K1,2 ¯ 0

− K2,1 2K2,2 − K2,3 ]

] − K3,2 � ]

0 ¯ ¯ 2KN,N

 , �50�

where Kj,i describes the spring constant of between the atom
at position j and the atoms at position j−1 and j+1 and 2Kj,j

is proportional to the restoring force of the atom at position j
from the two atoms on either side �j−1 and j+1�. There is no
spring constant in Eq. �50� acting to the left and right of the
atoms at position 1 and N in the N atom channel since these
are described by the self-energy matrices, which are given by

FIG. 4. �Color online� Thermal conductance calculations using Eq. �47� for
the NEGF calculations or Eq. �11� for the AMM calculations �note, Eqs. �11�
and �47� only differ by the prescribed transmission to use in the calculation,
otherwise, these equations are identical� with the various transmission cal-
culations in Fig. 3. In addition, the thermal conductance of a Si channel
�transmission of unity� is shown. The NEGF calculations are shown by the
dashed lines, the AMM calculations by the symbols, and the Si homoge-
neous chain calculation by the solid line.
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̃ab = �

ab 0 ¯ 0

0 0 0 ]

] 0 � ]

0 ¯ ¯ 0
 �51�

and


̃bc = �
0 0 ¯ 0

0 0 0 ]

] 0 � ]

0 ¯ ¯ 
bc

 , �52�

where 
ab and 
bc are described by Eq. �24�. Now the en-
ergy level broadening matrix is given by

�̃ab/bc = i�
̃ab/bc − 
̃ab/bc
+ � , �53�

so the transmission across the channel is given by

taba
NEGF = Trace��̃abG̃�̃bcG̃

+� . �54�

The transmission calculations using Eq. �54� for various N
atom Ge channels connected to Si contacts are shown in Fig.
5. The AMM transmission calculations are also shown in
each panel of Fig. 5. The AMM transmission calculations
only take into account transmission across the two Si–Ge
interfaces on either end of the channel. The NEGF calcula-
tions, in addition to accounting for the interface transmission
at the contact/channel interfaces, also take into account the
partially reflected phonon waves from these interfaces that
set up standing waves in the channel. These cause Fabry–
Pérot-like oscillations in the channel, which are dependent
on the length of the channel �the number of atoms N in the
channel�, as seen in the four examples shown in Fig. 5. Fig-

ure 5 shows transmission calculations for 3, 5, 10, and 50
atom channels. The number of oscillations in frequency
space in the channel increases as N increases. Although evi-
dence of these Fabry–Pérot oscillations in phonon transport
has never been experimentally observed, it has been shown
in other numerical studies.24,37 This aspect of phonon inter-
ference follows naturally from phase coherent interference
characteristic of the wave nature of phonon transport. This
phase interference from the multiple reflection off the vari-
ous interfaces is one of the major differences between this
NEGF formulation and the semiclassical AMM approach, as
discussed below.

It is worth pointing out the physics that our simple
implementation of AMM to double interfaces misses. Our
approach was simply to multiply the individual interfacial
transmissions to compute the combined transmission for
AMM: taba

AMM= tab
AMMtba

AMM. This expression misses two impor-
tant pieces of physics: �a� it ignores multiple reflections be-
tween interfaces, which is needed to combine thermal imped-
ances “bottom-up” and recover Fourier’s law. Including
multiple reflections would generalize this equation to yield
taba
AMM= tab

AMMtba
AMM / �1−rab

AMMrba
AMM�, where rab/ba is the reflec-

tivity. The modified equation, in effect, shows the conditions
needed to scale the thermal conductance of large materials
with length as one expects once the section length exceeds
the scattering mean-free path; �b� even if we do include mul-
tiple reflections leading to the additivity of thermal imped-
ances, it does not account for phase coherent interference of
phonon waves that can actually make the impedance of a
larger section smaller than the individual impedances. Such
effects cannot be captured by the transmittivity, but with the
complex transmission amplitude that accounts for the phase
picked up during a pass of the phonon wave through the
combined region. The transmittivity and reflectivity are the
squares of the transmission and reflection amplitude.

Using the transmission calculations from Eq. �54� with
Eq. �47� gives the thermal conductance for a multiple N atom
channel, which is shown in Fig. 6, which compares the ther-

FIG. 5. �Color online� Transmission calculations for a Ge 1D channel con-
nected to Si contacts. For different lengths for the Ge channel are shown:
N=3, 5, 10, and 50 atoms. The NEGF calculations are shown by the solid
lines and the AMM calculations are the dashed lines. Note the AMM trans-
mission is identical for each case since the AMM calculations only consider
transmission of the phonon energy across the two Si–Ge contact/channel
junctions. The NEGF calculations, however, take into account phonon re-
flection and transmission across the junctions and account for wave inter-
ference. This is evident from the Fabry–Pérot-like peaks occurring at given
frequencies. The number of peaks is related to the number of atoms in the
channel.

FIG. 6. �Color online� Thermal conductance calculations for N atom 1D
chains using Eq. �47�. The conductance of the 5, 10, and 50 atom Ge chains
are identical and slightly less than the conductance of the three atom chan-
nel. The inset shows the N atom channels compared to the single atom
channel and, for reference, the homogeneous Si chain. These results, which
were derived from a “bottom-up” approach, are similar to those found by
Zhang et al. �Ref. 24� which used a “top-down” derivation.
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mal conductance of the various N atom Ge chains connected
to Si contacts discussed in Fig. 5. The conductance of the 5,
10, and 50 atom Ge chains are identical and slightly less than
the conductance of the three atom channel. The inset of Fig.
6 shows the N atom channels compared to the single atom
channel and, for reference, the homogeneous Si chain. The
conductance decreases from the one atom channel to the
three atom channel �inset� and then further decreases from
the three atom channel to the channels with more atoms
�main part of graph�, where it remains nearly constant. These
are similar to results found by Zhang et al.,24 only derived
from a bottom-up approach, starting with a single atom.

In this work, since a 1D atomic chain is only considered,
transverse modes are not taken into account and a very
simple 1D spring potential is applied. Applying this to higher
dimensional structures is as simple as specifying lattice
points for given atoms in the different dimensions, applying
the appropriate interatomic force in every direction, and then
calculating the Green’s functions for each atom in the sys-
tem, realizing that now the Green’s functions will take into
account longitudinal and transverse interactions. Using this
approach in higher dimensional systems enables thermal
transport to be studied in the presence of planar or volumet-
ric disorder or interatomic mixing in addition to multidirec-
tional phonon scattering, which is a limitation of the semi-
classical Boltzmann-based approaches. A future continuation
of this basic walkthrough for NEGF formulation will include
these higher dimensional calculations.

In addition to a low dimensional approach to NEGF, this
work also considers completely harmonic phonon transport
where scattering only occurs due to atomic junctions be-
tween atoms with two different masses and interatomic
forces. Therefore, for an accurate comparison, the NEGF cal-
culations are compared to a semiclassical AMM-based model
derived for thermal boundary conductance between two at-
oms. This AMM-based model only accounts for scattering at
interfaces and does not account for any other scattering in the
atomic chains. However, the NEGF technique outlined in
this paper can be extended to include various scattering
events to model situations that semiclassically are modeled
with more rigorous BTE-based models. For example, with
the use of different, nonharmonic potentials and additional
scattering times incorporated through additional scattering
matrices,27 various aspects of thermal transport can be mod-
eled with NEGF such as three phonon processes �Normal or
Umklapp�, impurity scattering, or even electron-phonon scat-
tering.

Although this work focused on comparing the NEGF
technique to a semiclassical AMM-based model, this NEGF
formalism offers a unique alternative to other, more compu-
tationally expensive phonon transport simulation tools, such
as Monte Carlo or molecular dynamics simulations. The
NEGF formalism can easily be extended to 3D crystal lat-
tices and with appropriate definitions of crystal potentials,
the quantum aspect of the wave nature of phonon transport
can be studied with NEGF for various transport situations.
However, the true power in this simulation tool will come
with a combination of NEGF with other types of simulations
methods. For example, using phonon scattering times deter-

mined from molecular dynamics simulations in NEGF calcu-
lations would prove an invaluable methodology to determine
phonon conductance in novel nanostructures. This type of
combinatory method of NEGF with other established tools
will be a power tandem to truly understand quantum thermal
transport phenomena.

V. CONCLUSIONS

With characteristic device sizes approaching atomic
length scales, efficient tools for accurately predicting trans-
port are becoming increasingly important for various appli-
cations. In this work, the semiclassical approach for model-
ing thermal transport is compared to the nonequilibrium
Green’s function formalism for a 1D atomic chain. The
NEGF formalism is derived from a single atom in a
bottom-up approach. The formalisms are identical when con-
sidering a homogeneous chain, but when introducing mass
“impurities” in the chain, the two predict different results.
Transmission across atomic junctions of mass impurities
takes the form of the AMM in the semiclassical approach,
which considers the transmission of a phonon flux across a
single interface between two atoms. Using NEGF, however,
the wave nature of phonon transport is captured in the trans-
mission calculations and interference of phonon waves
across an atom junction is observed by Fabry–Pérot-like
peaks in the transmission predictions. The thermal conduc-
tance using NEGF for heat flow across atomic junctions is
derived from a single atom and extended to a multiple atom
chain, showing similar results to previous studies that mod-
eled this problem with a top-down approach.
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